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The Rug Collection by Donna Wilson is a fine example of SCP’s dedication to experimentation 
and love of production methods. The rugs are hand-made in India, using three different 
techniques: flat-weaving, hand-looming and hand-tufting. All stages of the production process 
take place under one roof using these time-honoured techniques. Donna Wilson is a classically 
trained textile designer, she brings an intuitive understanding of how to harmonize process, 
pattern and colour to the Rug Collection.  
 
The Rug Collection is made in India. SCP work with the highest quality craftsmen and women 
across the world. Going to the source for good design.

Scope rug 
Scope is a luxurious hand-tufted rug of bright colour and striking angular shapes. The rug takes 
inspiration from the kaleidoscope, its pattern and shape spinning out from the centre. Scope has 
a dense pile, giving the rug softness and warmth. Made in India.

Available in blue/pink and smoky grey 
50% New Zealand and 50% Chokla wool. Pile height 12mm, Density 6500 knots / m²

W 140 x L 200 cm 
W 170 x L 240 cm 
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Donna Wilson & SCP

Scope in blue/pink Scope in smoky grey
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Mountain Spot in grey

Mountain Spot in blue

Mountain Spot kilim
Mountain Spot is a traditional handmade, flat-weave kilim depicting a graphic interpretation 
of snow-covered mountain peaks. The age-old flat-weave production technique has remained 
widely unchanged over time, it creates a lightweight and incredibly hard-wearing finish. Made in 
India.

Available in Mustard Dust, Warm Autumn, Blue or Grey
80% New Zealand wool / 20% cotton (2 ply)
 
W 120 x L 180 cm 
W 170 x L 240 cm
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Mountain Spot in Mustard Dust Mountain Spot in Warm Autumn
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Fairisle rug
Fairisle is a hand-loomed rug. Its chunky knit texture and brightly coloured zigzag 
pattern resembles a classic Fairisle sweater design. The rug is made from 100% New 
Zealand wool. Made in India.

Available in 4 different colour ways: Mineral Grey, Rose Cloud, Peacock/Orange and 
Natural/Brown

100% New Zealand wool. Yarn 10mm dia, pile height 20mm. 

W 140 x L 200 cm 
W 170 x L 240 cm

Fairisle in peacock/orange  

Fairisle in Rose Cloud

Fairisle in natural/brown Fairisle in Mineral Grey
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Purl rug
Purl is a hand-loomed single colour rug made from 100% New Zealand wool. It  has a 
conspicuously deep pile height, which lends the rug a sense of  resplendence. Made in 
India.

Available in natural, mustard and dark grey. 
100% New Zealand wool. Yarn 10mm dia, pile height 20mm.  

W 140 x L 200 cm
W 170 x L 240 cm 
  

Purl in natural  Purl in dark grey

Purl in mustard 
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Oblique kilim
Oblique is a traditional handmade, flat-weave kilim. The age-old flat-weave production technique 
has remained widely unchanged over time, it creates a lightweight and incredibly hard-wearing 
finish. Made in India.

Available in Olive Sand
80% New Zealand wool / 20% cotton (2 ply)
 
W 120 x L 180 cm 
W 170 x L 240 cm
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Braid kilim
Braid is a traditional handmade, flat-weave kilim. The age-old flat-weave production technique 
has remained widely unchanged over time, it creates a lightweight and incredibly hard-wearing 
finish. Made in India.

Available in Papaya and Emerald Pine
80% New Zealand wool / 20% cotton (2 ply)
 
W 120 x L 180 cm 
W 170 x L 240 cm

Braid in Emerald Pine


